
9 Multiplication and Division of Whole Numbers

Multiplication of Whole Numbers
In this section, we use four models to discuss multiplication: the repeated-
addition model, the array model, the Cartesian-product model, and the tree
diagram model. Also, we investigate the properties of multiplication.

•Repeated-Addition Model
For any whole numbers a and b,

a× b = b + b + · · ·+ b︸ ︷︷ ︸
a addends

, where a 6= 0.

If a = 0, then 0× b = 0.
The number a× b, read ”a times b”, is called the product of a and b. The
numbers a and b are called factors. Another notation for a× b is a · b.

Example 9.1
Misha has an after-school job at a local bike factory. Each day she has a
3-mile round-trip walk to the factory. At her job she assembles 4 hubs and
wheels. How many hubs and wheels does she assemble in 5 afternoons?

Solution.
This problen can be answered by repeated addition. Misha assembles

4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 = 20 = 5× 4

hubs and wheels.

•The Rectangular Array Model
Let a and b be whole numbers, the product a× b is defined to be the num-
ber of elements in a rectangular array having a rows and b columns. For
example, 5× 3 is equal to the number of stars in the following array

Example 9.2
Suppose Linda, as part of her biology research, planted 5 rows of bean
seeds and each row contains 8 seeds. How many seeds did she plant in her
rectangular plot?
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Solution.
Counting the seeds in the rectangular plot we find 40 seeds or 5× 8.

•The Cartesian Product Model
Let a and b be any two whole numbers. Pick sets A and B such that
n(A) = a and n(B) = b. Then a × b is the number of ordered pairs in the
Cartesian product A×B, i.e.

a× b = n(A×B)

where
A×B = {(a, b)|a ∈ A and b ∈ B}.

For example, to compute 3 × 2, we pick sets A = {a, b, c} and B = {x, y}.
Then

A×B = {(a, x), (b, x), (c, x), (a, y), (b, y), (c, y)}.

Hence, 3× 2 = 6.

•The Multiplication Tree Model
This model is also known as the multiplication counting principle and
plays an important role in probability theory. To find a× b we find the total
number of different pairs formed by pairing any object from one set with any
object from a second set. Let’s consider the following problem: You are at
a carnival. One of the carnival games asks you to pick a door and then pick
a curtain behind the door. There are 3 doors and 4 curtains behind each
door. How many choices are possible for the player? The multiplication tree
shown in Figure 9.1 represents the product 3× 4.

Figure 9.1
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Properties of Whole Numbers Multiplication
Properties of whole-number operations make it easier to memorize basic
facts and do certain computations. For example, if you learn 7 × 9 = 63
then you know what 9× 7 equals.

Closure property
The product of any two whole numbers is still a whole number.

Commutative property
For any two whole numbers a and b, a× b = b× a

Associative property
For any three whole numbers a, b, and c,

a× (b× c) = (a× b)× c.

Identity property
For any whole number a, we have

a× 1 = a = 1× a.

Distributive Property of Multiplication over addition
For any whole numbers a, b, and c,

a× (b + c) = a× b + a× c.

Distributive property of Multiplication over subtraction
Let a, b, and c be whole numbers with b ≥ c, then

a× (b− c) = a× b− a× c.

Multiplication property of Zero.
For any whole number a, we have a× 0 = 0.

Zero Product Property
For any whole numbers a and b, if a× b = 0, then either a = 0 or b = 0.

Example 9.3
Use the properties of multiplication to justify the formula

(a + b)(c + d) = ac + ad + bc + bd.
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Solution.

(a + b)(c + d) = (a + b)c + (a + b)d distributive property
= ac + bc + ad + bd distributive property
= ac + ad + bc + bd commutative property

Practice Problems

Problem 9.1
What multiplication fact is illustrated in each of these diagrams? Name the
multiplication model that is illustrated.

Problem 9.2
Illustrate 4× 6 using each of the following models.
(a) set model (repeated addition)
(b) rectangular array model
(c) Cartesian product model
(d) multiplication tree.

Problem 9.3
Which of the following sets are closed under multiplication? Why or why
not?
(a) {2, 4}
(b) {0, 2, 4, 6, · · ·}
(c) {5, 7, 9, 11, · · ·}
(d) {0, 20, 21, 22, 23, · · ·}.

Problem 9.4
What properties of whole number multiplication justify these equations?
(a) 4× 9 = 9× 4
(b) 4× (6 + 2) = 4× 6 + 4× 2
(c) 0× 12 = 0
(d) 5× (9× 11) = (5× 9)× 11
(e) 7× 3 + 7× 8 = 7× (3 + 8).
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Problem 9.5
Rewrite each of the following expressions using the distributive property for
multiplication over addition or subtraction. Your answer should contain no
parentheses.
(a) 4× (60 + 37)
(b) 3× (29 + 30 + 6)
(c) a× (7− b + z).

Problem 9.6
Each situation described below involves a multiplication problem. In each
case state whether the problem situation is best represented by the repeated-
addition model, the rectangular array model, or the Cartesian product
model, and why. Then write an appropriate equation to fit the situation.

(a) At the student snack bar, three sizes of beverages are available: small,
medium, and large. Five varieties of soft drinks are available: cola, diet
cola, lemon-lime, root beer, and orange. How many different choices of soft
drink does a student have, including the size that may be selected?

(b) At a graduation, students file into the auditorium four entrances. A
parent seated near the door counts 72 rows of students who pass him. How
many students participated in the graduation exercise?

(c) Ashley was in charge of the food for an all-school picnic. At the grocery
store she purchased 25 eight-packs of hot dog buns for 70 cents each. How
much did she spend on the hot dog buns?

Problem 9.7
A stamp machine dispenses twelve 32 cents stamps. What is the total cost
of the twelve stamps?

Problem 9.8
What properties of multiplication make it easy to compute these values
mentally?
(a) 7× 19 + 3× 19
(b) 36× 15− 12× 45.

Problem 9.9
Using the distributive property of multiplication over addition we can factor
as in x2 + xy = x(x + y). Factor the following:
(a) xy + x2
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(b) 47× 99 + 47
(c) (x + 1)y + (x + 1)
(d) a2b + ab2.

Problem 9.10
Using the distributive property of multiplication over addition and subtrac-
tion to show that
(a) (a + b)2 = a2 + 2ab + b2

(b) (a− b)2 = a2 − 2ab + b2

(c) (a− b)(a + b) = a2 − b2.

Problem 9.11
Find all pairs of whole numbers whose product is 36.

Problem 9.12
A new model of car is available in 4 exterior colors and 3 interior colors.
Use a tree diagram and specific colors to show how many color schemes are
possible for the car?

Problem 9.13
Is x× x ever equal to x? Explain your answer.

Problem 9.14
Describe all pairs of numbers whose product and sum are the same.

Problem 9.15
The operation � is defined on the set S = {a, b, c} by the following Cay-
ley’s table. For example, a� c = c.

� a b c
a a b c
b b a c
c c c c

(a) Is S closed under �?
(b) Is � commutative?
(c) Is � associative?
(d) Is there an identity for � on S? If yes, what is it?

Division of Whole Numbers
In this section, we discuss division using three models: the repeated-subtraction
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model, the set (partition) model, and the missing factor model.

•Repeated-subtraction approach
For any whole numbers a and b, a÷ b is the maximum number of times that
b objects can be successively taken away from a set of a objects (possibly
with a remainder).

Example 9.4
Suppose we have 18 cookies and want to package them in cookie boxes that
hold 6 cookies each. How many boxes are needed?

Solution.
If one box is filled then we would have 18− 6 = 12 cookies left. If one more
box is filled, then there are 12− 6 = 6 cookies left. Finally, we could place
the last 6 cookies in a third box. This discussion can be summarized by
writing

18− 6− 6− 6 = 0.

We have found by repeated subtraction that 18÷ 6 = 3.

•The Partition Model
If a and b are whole numbers, then a ÷ b is the number of objects in each
group when a objects are separated into b equal groups.

Example 9.5
Suppose we have 18 cookies and want to give an equal number of cookies to
each of three friends:Bob, Dean, and Charlie. How many should each person
receive?

Solution.
If we draw a picture, we can see that we can partition the 18 cookies into
3 sets, with an equal number of cookies in each set. Figure 9.2 shows that
each friend receives 6 cookies.

Figure 9.2

Remark 9.1
The difference between the above two approaches is very subtle when we
deal with whole numbers, but it will become more apparent when we divide
decimals or fractions.
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•The Missing-Factor Model
Let a and b be two whole numbers with b 6= 0. Then a÷ b = c if and only if
there exists a unique whole number c such that a = b× c.
The symbol a÷ b is read ”a divided by b”, where a is called the dividend,
b is called the divisor, and c is called the quotient or the missing-factor.

Example 9.6
Suppose you have 78 tiles. Describe how to illustrate 78÷ 13 with the tiles,
using each of the three models above.

Solution.
(a) Repeated subtraction: 78 − 13 − 13 − 13 − 13 − 13 − 13 = 0. Thus,
78÷ 13 = 6.
(b) Partition: Partition the tiles into 13 equal-sized parts. Since each part
contains exactly 6 tiles, 78÷ 13 = 6.
(c) Since 13× 6 = 78, we have 78÷ 13 = 6.

Division Properties of Zero
1. If a is a nonzero whole number and a× 0 = 0 then 0÷ a = 0.
2. Since any whole number c satisfies the equality 0 = c× 0, that is c is not
unique, we conclude that 0÷ 0 is undefined.
3. If a is a nonzero whole number then there is no whole number c such that
c× 0 = a. That is, a÷ 0 is undefined.

Division with Remainders: The Division Algorithm
Just as subtraction of whole numbers is not closed so is division of whole
numbers. To see this, consider the division problem 27 ÷ 6. There is no
whole number c such that 6 × c = 27 so 27 ÷ 6 is not defined in the whole
numbers. That is, the set of whole numbers is not closed under division.
By allowing the possibility of a remainder, we can extend the division op-
eration. Using repeated subtraction, four groups of 6 can be removed from
27. This leaves 3, which is too few to form another group of 6. This can be
written as

27 = 4× 6 + 3.

Here the 4 is called the quotient and 3 is the remainder. In general, we
have

The division algorithm
If a and b are whole numbers with b 6= 0, then there exist unique whole
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numbers q and r such that

a = b× q + r, where 0 ≤ r < b.

Example 9.7
Find the quotient and the remainder when 57÷ 9.

Solution.
Since 57 = 6× 9 + 3 we find q = 6 and r = 3.

Practice Problems

Problem 9.16
Rewrite each of the following division problems as a multiplication problem.
(a) 48÷ 6 = 8 (b) 24÷ x = 12 (c) a÷ b = x.

Problem 9.17
Show, that each of the following is false when x, y, and z are replaced by
whole numbers. Give an example (other than dividing by zero) where each
statement is false.

(a) x÷ y is a whole number
(b) x÷ y = y ÷ x
(c) x÷ (y ÷ z) = (x÷ y)÷ z
(d) x÷ (y + z) = x÷ y + x÷ z.

Problem 9.18
Find the quotient and the remainder for each division.
(a) 7÷ 3 (b) 3÷ 7 (c) 7÷ 1 (d) 1÷ 7 (e) 15÷ 4.

Problem 9.19
How many possible remainders (including zero) are there when dividing by
the following numbers?
(a) 2 (b) 12 (c) 62 (d) 23.

Problem 9.20
Which of the following properties hold for division of whole numbers?
(a) Closure (b) Commutativity (c) Associativity (d) Identity.

Problem 9.21
A square dancing contest has 213 teams of 4 pairs each. How many dancers
are participating in the contest?
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Problem 9.22
Discuss which of the three conceptual models of division-repeated subtrac-
tion, partition, missing factor-best corresponds to the following problems.
More than one model may fit.

(a) Preston owes $3200 on his car. If his payments are $200 a month, how
many months will Preston make for car payments?
(b) An estate of $76,000 is to be split among 4 heirs. How much can each
heir expect to inherit?
(c) Anita was given a grant of $375 to cover expenses on her trip. She ex-
pects that it will cost her $75 a day. How many days can she plan to be
gone?

Problem 9.23
Solve for the unknown whole number in the following expressions:
(a) When y is divided by 5 the resulting quotient is 5 and the remainder is
4.
(b) When 20 is divided by x the resulting quotient is 3 and the remainder
is 2.

Problem 9.24
Place parentheses, if needed, to make each of the following equations true:
(a) 4 + 3× 2 = 14
(b) 9÷ 3 + 1 = 4
(c) 5 + 4 + 9÷ 3 = 6
(d) 3 + 6− 2÷ 1 = 7.

Problem 9.25
A number leaves remainder 6 when divided by 10. What is the remainder
when the number is divided by 5?

Problem 9.26
Is x÷ x always equal to 1? Explain your answer.

Problem 9.27
Find infinitely many whole numbers that leave remainder 3 upon division
by 5.

Problem 9.28
Steven got his weekly paycheck. He spent half of it on a gift for his mother.
Then he spent $8 on a pizza. Now he has $19. How much was his paycheck?
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